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     - Number of heating zones in each program  - 8

     - Storage temperature      - -10 up to 60 °C

 II. Technical specifications

     - Parameter resolution     - 0.1%
     - Maximal period between preforms   - 99.9 sec.

 The blowing machine is driven by the programming controller VPC1410 
according to the proper user’s program.

     -Number of preset programs for different moulds - 10

 I. Introduction

 A uniform heating along the whole preform can be achieved by introducing up to 
8 independent heating zones. The Power Controller PCN308 maintains the correct 
heating for each zone. The desired values of the power for each zone can be selected by 
the user through the programming console PRC204 or any HMI via Modbus RTU.

     - Productivity resolution    - 0.1 sec.

 The changeable parameters of the blowing machine are the time values for each 
move of the blowing machine. It is not recommended to abandon the RUN mode of the 
VPC1410 controller, since this can lead to an undesired program change by the user and 
improper(even hazardous) action of the machine.

     - Operating temperature     - 0 up to 50 °C

     - Heating zones and chain speed rates   - 0 to 99.9%

 

 The heating and blowing machines form a set of equipment for PET preforms 
preheating and expanding using mould. The heating machine provides the preliminary 
heating of the preforms until they become plastic enough to be expanded by the blowing 
machine. 

 The parameter values for each heating zone depend both on the type of the item, 
being produced by the machine, and the preform used for it. It is possible to use less than 
8 zones for preforms of insignificant length.

     - Supply voltage      - 187- 242VAC/48-62Hz
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 The different time values refer to the corresponding actions of the blowing 
machine:
 The cycle of the machine starts with the mould being closed, then 
SIMULTANEOUS movement of the plugging cylinders and stretching. The delay 
parameter t01 is introduced to assure that the mould is closed safe after the switch has 
indicated for this. This time value is always less than 1sec. 

 The blowing machine can be tuned up using the time values of the program in the 
VPC1410 programming controller. To do so the user must get to the desired parameter 
in the second window of RUN & Monitor mode (see p.16). IMPORTANT! A 
CHANGE BY THE ARROW BUTTONS IS MADE ON THE BLINKING DISPLAY 
ALWAYS. 

 First thing to do, after the machines are correctly mounted, is to provide the 
cooling water flow and turn on the heating machine. 
 WARNING! Never turn on the heating of any zone before a check is made that the 
water cooling is working. This can lead to overheating and rupture in the tubes and 
possible leakage of water over the electronic elements. 

 III. Initial setup and work with the machines

 The initial parameters of the heating zones in the programming console PRC204 
must be selected close to those which the manufacturer has specified during the tests. It 
is allowable that several preforms pass before stable temperature mode is settled. 
However, stable temperature mode is reached when all of the chain’s nestles are full. 
 It is recommended that the initial speed of the chain be less that the technological 
one, and after the operator has accustomed, it can be increased. The higher the speed 
goes the higher the temperatures of the heating zones should go.
 After a stable temperature mode of all zones has been reached, it should be saved 
as a program preset number in the PRC204 for the current item being produced. 
IMPORTANT! The saved temperature mode will be valid only for the same preforms 
and humidity.

 There are two switches mounted along the stretching movement: the pre-blowing 
switch and the blowing switch. The former can be set by putting a cool preform into the 
mould and, with air switched off, manually lower down the stretching mechanism until 
it reaches the bottom of the mould. This position serves for the pre-blowing switch. The 
blowing switch on its part is set approximately close to the lower end of the stretching 
mechanism.
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 The pre-blowing is turned on with a small delay provided by the t07 value. This 
delay can be tuned with a 0.01sec. precision in order to get perfect quality in the 
expanded item. The meaning of the pre-blowing and its beginning is to form roughly the 
item using low pressure before the actual final forming takes place. The same holds for 
the delay of the actual (high pressure) blowing driven be the t06 value. 
 The t02 time value defines the duration of the high pressure, having in mind that 
the beginning of blowing cancels the pre-blowing. The duration of blowing is tuned 
considering all the details of the item be well formed and also the item must be cooled 
enough.
 After the preform is expanded into the desired item, the air is released with 
duration referred by t03. This time value must be selected in such manner that, after the 
unplugging is over, no air release be heard.
 In order to keep the expanded item into the immovable part of the mould upon 
opening, the time value delay t04 is provided. During this delay the plugging and the 
stretching mechanisms are not acting. 
 WARNING! For some items this mode may be improper. When this is the case, 
the value of t04 should be set to 0.00 and the unplugging would take place before 
opening due to the less weight of its mechanism. The mode t04>0.00 is suitable for 
smoother items when it is easer for the item to be driven and taken out of the immovable 
part of mould.
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Blowing machine for PET Preforms

SQ1 - Mould Closed (Inductive switch)
SQ2 - Pre-Blowing (Reed contact switch)
SQ3 - Blowing (Reed contact switch)

Y1   - Closing (Valve)
Y2   - Stretching (Valve)
Y3   - Plugging (Valve)
Y4   - Pre-Blowing (Valve)
Y5   - Blowing (Valve)
Y6   - Air Releasing (Valve optional)

SW1 - Automate/Calibration (Switch)
SW2 - No Blowing (Switch optional)

SB1 - START Button Left
SB2 - START Button Right
SB3 - Closing Button
SB4 - Stretching Button
SB5 - Blowing Button
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     - Productivity resolution    - 0.1 sec.

 The programming console is designed to operate with all types of power-
controllers PCNxxx, motor control drivers and NPN inductive(10-30V) or mechanical 
switches.

 All parameters can be changed when selected. For one-step change use the left 
and right buttons, whereas for a step by 10 user can use the up and down buttons.

 Output signals are: RS232 to connect with the power-controller that takes care of 
all heating  zones;  analog signal from 0 to 10VDCcontrols the chain speed and power 
supply of 18 VDC for inductive switches.

     - Parameter resolution     - 0.1%
     - Heating zones and chain speed rates   - 0 to 99.9%

     - Dimensions      - 85x180x65 mm

 

 The parameter values can be changed by the user through the console keypad. 
The parameters are indicated on the console display in different menus. The user can 
change the values of the heating zones and the speed of the preforms in the oven. A 
discrete switch is used to measure the time it takes for a couple of preforms to be blown, 
i.e. the machine productivity. This switch is used to count the produced items according 
to the programmable multiplier for multinested matrixes.

     -Number of preset programs for different moulds - 10

     - Maximal period between preforms   - 99.9 sec.

 The programming console PRC 204 provides the user interface to the executive 
devices that control the heating power of the oven and the speed of the preforms in the 
oven. 

 I. Introduction

     - Number of heating zones in each program  - up to 8

 II. Technical specifications

     - Discrete input to measure productivity   - 24V/10mA optoisolated

     - Range of the counter of produced items   - up to 999999999
     - Supply voltage      - 187- 242VAC/48-62Hz

     - Operating temperature     - 0 up to 50 °C
     - Storage temperature      - -10 up to 60 °C

     -Analog output for speed setting   - 0 to 10V/5mA
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III. Parameter mnemonics and navigation
 The console display can work in two modes - MONITOR and PROGRAM. In 
MONITOR mode the user can watch the current value of the desired parameter, i.e. 
the machine productivity and how the heating zones are controlled. In PROGRAM 
mode the values of the parameters can be changed. The navigation between the two 
modes is done by the “Esc” and the “Enter” button. The PROGRAM mode is always 
indicated by a cursor. The parameters are also split into two menus - MAIN and 
ZONE. On power-up the display starts in MONITOR mode and reads the MAIN 
menu: 
     Program No ХХ            on the first line; 
     Produced  XXXXXXXХХ     on the second line; 
            Cycle time XX,X s.             on the third line; 
            OFFSET +/-X.X %                     on the fourth line. 

 The parameter Program No is used to select one of the console programs as 
current. Each program is a set of power values for each of the heating zones. Thus, the 
user can create programs of suitable values of the heating zones for each mould type. 
When in PROGRAM mode, the user can go to the ZONE menu from this parameter by 
pressing the  “ї “ button.

 The third parameter on the main menu reads Cycle time in MONITOR mode,  
and Velocity in PROGRAM mode. When in MONITOR mode, it shows the period 
of time between two nests of preforms on the chain, i.e. this is the productivity of the 
machine. In PROGRAM mode, the user can change the value in percent to set (by the 
means of the analog output) the proper speed of the chain. 
 The OFFSET parameter allows to add an offset (up to +/- 10%)  to all heating 
zones without the need to change each of the heating zones values in ZONE menu.
 On power-up of the console, the user can press the “ї “ button to switch to 
PROGRAM mode in order to change some of the parameters. In this mode a cursor 
appears and the user can move it using the arrow buttons to select one of the parameters. 
Pressing the “ї“ button again will set the cursor on the selected parameter value 
indicating that a change can be made. After setting the desired value using the arrow 
buttons, the user can save it by pressing the  “ї “ button, or go back to parameter 
selection without saving by pressing the “Esc” button. To return into MONITOR mode, 
the user should press “Esc” button and the cursor disappears.
 The ZONE menu can be reached in two ways. When in MONITOR mode in 
MAIN menu, pressing the “Esc” button will put the display into ZONE menu. The 
second way is to select a new value of  the Program No parameter in PROGRAM mode. 
In ZONE menu, the user can watch and change the value of each heating zone on the 
same manner as in the MAIN menu. When no cursor is present, the display is in 
MONITOR mode and the current measured values for each zone is indicated. In 
PROGRAM mode, the user can change the set value for any zone.

 The second parameter on the main menu reads Produced in MONITOR mode,  
and Items/imp. in PROGRAM mode. When in MONITOR mode, it counts up the 
produced items according to the programmable multiplier Items/imp. In 
PROGRAM mode, the user can set the value of this multiplier to the number of 
produced items per impulse of the digital input switch. 



220VAC
Inductive switch NPN output

 Some of the abnormal situations are displayed as follows:
 - when a zone is disabled, its value reads as ‘off’ in MONITOR mode;
 - when the Velocity parameter is disabled, the parameter Cycle read as “N/A”;

 - when no information about the current zone value is present (, e.g. No 
connection to the power-controller or another failure), its value is marked as “N/A” in 
ZONE mode.

IV. Mechanical connection and mounting

 The Console is assigned for mounting on facet panels of electrical units. The slot 
for mounting should have a rectangular shape of (80+0.4)x(175+0.4) mm. To secure the 
console on the panel, use the attaching screws.

connecting wires must be isolated and have diameter of 0.35 to 0.75 mm. The 
recommended scheme of connection follows below.

        All parameters, except for the Program No,Produced  and Items/imp., 
can be disabled. The meaning of this is that no matter what the set value of such a 
parameter is, it is considered to be zero. To disable a parameter, the user should switch to 
PROGRAM mode, then select the desired parameter and after that keep the  “ї “ button 
depressed. Now pressing “Esc” button while keeping the  “ї “ button depressed, will 
disable the parameter. Each disabled parameter is marked by the asterisk symbol “*” in 
front of it ( for the Offset parameter the asterisk appears in the place of the decimal 
point). In the same manner each disabled parameter can be toggled enabled and the 
asterisk symbol will disappear. Thus, each zone can be disabled from the ZONE menu, 
or all zones can be disabled when the Offset parameter is disabled. In order to stop the 
movement of the preforms, the user can disable the Velocity parameter.

 The connector pin attachment of the console is pictured on its rear panel. The

 - when connection between the console and the power-controller is not present or 
failed, a message “not connected” is blinking on the first line of the display;
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Using the RS232C interface, the VPC PLCs can communicate with PCs. The computer needs to 
have VPC Host Interface application to give the user possibility to create, edit and transfer VPC 
programs to and from the VPC PLC. The programs with VPC Host Interface can be created both in 
mnemonic and ladder diagrams.

 -Discrete inputs:

 I. Introduction

All VPC controllers have identical structure to ease the user.

 - Maximal duration of a program cycle (for 2048 lines) - 7 ms

   - LCD display,  4 lines, 16 characters ( VPC108A4 and VPC3224A63 only)

    discrete outputs              6              8             10            12          16             24               24              30               30

All VPC PLCs have non-volatile EEPROM memory to store discrete and decimal registers, and 
FLASH memory for the user program.

   - Input voltage     - 18 to 30 VDC

 II. Technical specifications

   - Maximal output current   - 2A
   - Maximal output voltage   - 30V

 -Discrete outputs:

 - Timers ( 00.00 to 99.99 s)     - 32 ( see.Remark)

    analog inputs                                 4                                                                              6                                   8*

 -Analog inputs       - 0-20mA/0-10V

The number of the inputs and the outputs of each VPC PLC are shown on the table in the next 
chapter. Three of the controllers have additional analog inputs and outputs: VPC3224A63 is 
equipped with 6 analog inputs 0-20mA/0-10V and 3 analog outputs  0-20mA/0-10V.  VPC108A4  
has 4 analog inputs 0-20mA/0-10V. VPC4030А84 PLC can connect to external VPCIO module to 
expand the number of  digital inputs and outputs, or add up to 8 analog inputs and 4 analog outputs. 

   - Maximal voltage of a set output  - 1.4V at 2A

 - Programming console     - inbuilt

    PLC name                  VPC106 VPC108A4 VPC1410 VPC1812 VPC2416 VPC3224L VPC3224A63 VPC4030 VPC4030А84

  

The VPC programmable logic controllers (PLC) are galvanic isolated from the outside electric 
environment by opto-isolated discrete inputs 24V/10mA, and opto-isolated outputs 24V/2A.

VPC PLCs are equipped with inbuilt programming console which enables the user of setting 
technological parameters in running mode, and editing the controller's program. The VPC 
programming language is easy to use mnemonics, allowing for quick creation of end-user 
programs.

 - Counters (0000 to 9999)     - 32 ( see.Remark)

    discrete inputs               10            10            14            18           24            32               32              40               40

  * VPC84IO expansion module is required

   - Input current     - 10 mA at 24V

    analog outputs                                                                                                        3                                   4* 

 - Analog outputs      - 0-20mA/0-10V

 - Auxiliary discrete registers (ON/OFF)   -96
 - Auxiliary decimal parameters (0000-9999)   -78
 - Number of program lines     - 2048

 - Indication:

      2 lines, 16 characters (all other VPC models)

 - Communication interface to PC    - RS232 C
   - LEDs  to show which inputs/outputs are driven ON ( VPC2416 and higher)
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Remark. Timers and counters must have different indexes, because they share mutual memory 
bank. The total number of timers and counters is 32. Each of the numbers 0,...,31 is assign either to 
a timer, or to a counter. See next chapter how to toggle assignment between timer and counter.

   - working mode with monitoring  - RUN & MONITOR

 - Power supply       - 100 to 250 VAC

 - Ambient temperature (store)     - (-10) to 60 °C

 - discrete inputs -  i00,...,i39;
 - discrete outputs - o00,...,o29;

 - Ambient temperature (working)    - 0 to 50 °C

 - Modes: 

   - edit and search    - PROGRAM 

 - timers with time value  00.00 to 99.99 s - t00,...,t31;
 - counters (0000- 9999) - c00,...,c31;

 - auxiliary registers (discrete):

  - read-only (system):

  III. Registers and operands

   - r88(RUN) - always ON, if it is lowered to OFF in PROGRAM     
mode, the VPC controller will go into PROGRAM mode; 
   - r89(ERR) - ON state of this register will signal for alarm state in     
the user program;
   - r90(CON) - ON state shows that the VPC is connected to PC application    
via RS232C;
   - r91(VPCIO) - ON state shows that the VPC is connected to VPCIO     
expansion module;
   - r92 - toggles between ON and OFF on each program cycle;

  - readable and writable - r00,...,r87;

   - r93 - 0.01 s ON-OFF cycle; 
   - r94 - 0.1 s ON-OFF cycle;
   - r95 - 1 s ON-OFF cycle.

 - analog outputs - d00,...,d03;
 - auxiliary decimal registers - p00,...,p77:
  -p00,...,p75 - common decimal registers with values 0000,...,9999.  their values   
can  be  modi f i ed  by  the  use r  in  RUN & MONITOR  mode  o r  t r ans fe r red
  to/from the timer or counter values by the user program in PROGRAM mode;

Each of these discrete registers (i,o,t,c,r) can serve as operand to the instructions of the VPC 
program language (see. Program instructions and mnemonics). The end-of-curcuit type 
instructions OUT, OUT NOT and LR can take as operand only writable registers, i.e. outputs o00-
o29 or auxiliary registers r00-r89. 

 - analog inputs - а00,...,а07;

  - p76(parallel output) - if p76 is used in the user program, its value (mod 4096) is   
outputted binary by o00-o11, o11 is MSB;

  - p77(parallel input) reads the decimal equivalent of i00-i11, where i11 is the MSB.

Each of these decimal registers (a,d,p) can serve as an operand to the compare, transferring or 
arithmetic instruction of the VPC program language (see. Program instructions and mnemonics). 
The transferring instructions OUT and OUT* on these registers (except for a00-a07 and p77) need 
a second operand, which serves as a source register of the transfer.

On power failure, all timers, all counters, p00-p75 and r72-r87 are saved.  
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  - outputs the circuit to output line, when the operand is a discrete register;

 IV. Program instructions and mnemonics

The instructions and the operands of the VPC PLCs are displayed on the LCD using a suitable 
mnemonics with the following meaning:

 - “END” - end of program;
 - “LD”/”LD NOT”^ (LoaD/LoaD NOT) - start of a new block/circuit with a NO/NC 
contact in the terms of the relay-contactor analogy, (the operand can be any discrete register or a 
decimal compare of two decimal operands);
 -“AND“/”AND NOT” ^- a new NO/NC contact in series to the previous block, (the 
operand can be any discrete register or a decimal compare of two decimal operands);
 - “OR”/”OR NOT" ̂ - a new NO/NC contact in parallel to the previous block, (the operand 
can be any discrete register or a decimal compare of two decimal operands);
 - “OUT”/”OUT NOT”^, where NOT means inverse value:

  - transfers the result of the transferring instruction to the destination operand,  if the 
current value is ON (for OUT), or OFF (for OUT*=OUT NOT):

 - “TIM00 - TIM31” (Timer) - timer output. The output is set to ON after the timer value has 
elapsed with input ON. Any drop of the input value to OFF will reset the timer. TIM00-TIM15 flow 
down and are reset to timer value, where TIM16-TIM31 flow up and are reset to zero;
 - “CNT00 - CNT31” (Counter) - counter output. The last circuit value resets the counter, 
the last but one is the counting input. The counter output is set to ON after the counter number of 
impulses have been counted on the input circuit.CNT00-CNT15 count down and are reset to the 
count value, where CNT16-CNT31 count up and are reset to zero;

 - “OR LD” (OR Load) - the last two blocks are in parallel;

 V. VPC modes

 - “ILC” (InterLock Clear) - end of a branch;

The editing mode is used only by qualified in PLC programming specialists for small and quick 
changes in the user program. Normally, the full-length initial program would be created on a PC 

using  VPC Host Interface.

 - “AND LD” (AND Load) - the last block is AND-ed to the previous one;

In running mode the VPC performs the user program and thus controls the elements, connected to 
its inputs and outputs.

 - “LR” (Latching Relay) - latching relay of  Set-Reset type. The output is set and reset on 
two different circuits- the last one, and the last but one. The reset circuit has the priority;

   OUT[*] destination+source results to the value of destination+source

^ NOT=* , when the operands are decimal: LD* is short for LD NOT.

 - “JPE” (Jump end) -end of the conditional jump;

 - “??? ???” - unknown instruction.

Examples of how to use these instruction are provided in ChapterVII.

The VPC controllers work in two main modes: running mode with monitoring (RUN & 

MONITOR) and editing mode (PROGRAM)  with search capabilities for output circuits.

   OUT[*] destination,source results to the value of source

   OUT[*] destination-source results to the value of destination-source

 - “JMP” (Jump) - conditional jump. The instructions up to the next  “JPE” are performed 
only if the current condition is ON;

 - “IL” (InterLock) - beginning of a new branch. All subsequent LD/LD NOT will be depend 
on this interlock condition;
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 - First window in RUN & MONITOR mode.

         o16      ...        o29

            Inputs: i00       ...       i15

         i32      ...        i39

This window displays the inputs and the outputs of the VPC controller. The upper part of the display 
is for the outputs, shown by 16 per line. The lower part of the display is for the inputs, shown in the 
same manner. A filled field represents the state ON, the empty one - OFF. On the following figure, 
the inputs i01, i07, i20, i34 and the outputs o00, o18  are ON, while all other inputs and outputs are 
OFF:

Toggling between the VPC modes is achieved by pressing the [Esc] button several times, until the 
LCD displays a message saying that the toggling can be done by pressing the "Ins"button: 

 "To switch to RUN press <INS> key." or "<INS> stops RUN <DEL> sets PASS"

Switching from PROGRAM to RUN & MONITOR is allowed only if the user program is correct, 
otherwise the VPC will display the program error message (see Program errors) and will remain in 
PROGRAM mode.

The controllers can be connected via the RS232C port to PC with VPC Host Interface running to 
transfer the user program in PROGRAM mode, or change and monitor the program registers in 
RUN mode.

 V.a. RUN & MONITOR mode

While in RUN & MONITOR mode, the VPC PLC performs in successive order the instructions of 
the user program, starting from the instruction at address "0000", until the "END" instruction is 
reached. Then the program cycle repeats. This mode has four different display windows to indicate 
the state of the controller. Using them, the user can monitor the registers and the program flow of 
the controller. The navigation through the windows is done by the [Esc] button:

           Outputs: o00       ...       o15

         i16      ...        i31

   first window in RUN&MONITOR

 - Second window in RUN & MONITOR mode.
This window is used to monitor the state of the VPC registers. The [8 ] button navigates through the 
type of the register, its index and its set value (for timers, counters and decimal registers). The 
chosen element blinks and can be changed by the arrow buttons [!] and ["]. In this fashion the 
user can select any of the VPC registers. The current state of the selected register is displayed right 
next to it. For timers, counters and the decimal registers (a, d, p), the current value is also displayed. 
The set value for those registers can be changed also:

 

 index of the register state of the register set value that can be changed
         { ON, OFF }           ( when blinking )

a, d, or p (non-blinking)

          

    {i,o,r,c,t,a,d,p}  Monitor mode : 
current value of t,c, register type

         t19 -> off 23.88 
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 - Fourth window in RUN & MONITOR mode.

 - Third window in RUN & MONITOR mode.

 

Esc[ ]
 <INS> stops RUN    

        

[Ins]
 <INS> stops RUN      

  0002 LD  p01<p00 scroll through the program using the buttons[#] and [$] or

This is the last window of the RUN & MONITOR mode. Its purpose is to provide exit from this mode 
by pressing the [Ins] button, or set a password by the [Del] button. From this window the user can go 
back to the first window in RUN & MONITOR mode by pressing the [Esc] button:

The password for each VPC controller is the number after "VPC" in its name, i.e. the password for 
VPC3224A63 is 3224.

        on  search circuit ends (see SEARCH in Editing mode PROGRAM)

        
 last window in  RUN & MONITOR                 first window in RUN & MONITOR

 <DEL> sets PASS

[Del] 
 <INS> stops RUN     To exit RUN mode

This windows is the editing mode of the VPC controller (see Editing mode PROGRAM) without the 
ability to modify the user program. The first line of the display shows the instruction at the selected 
address. The last three characters of the second line show the state of the operand of the instruction 
shown:

The user can enable the password protection that will prevent switching to PROGRAM mode and a 
possible change to the user program. With password set, the user will have to type the password in 
order to leave the RUN & MONITOR mode:

 <DEL> sets PASS    password v3840
           last window in  RUN & MONITOR, no pass set                           last window in RUN & MONITOR, pass set

        
           last window in  RUN & MONITOR, pass set                 editing mode PROGRAM

 password v4030              [8 ]

[Ins]
 To exit RUN mode     0000 LD      i00

 

 <DEL> sets PASS 
        
           last window in  RUN & MONITOR, no pass set 



 V.b. Editing mode PROGRAM

This mode is used to modify the user program via the inbuilt console of the VPC controllers. The 
program lines are shown on the display in the following format: address, instruction mnemonics, 
instruction operand(s), if any:

 deletion of the instruction at address 0611, its place will take the instruction that was at address 0612

   (0000-2047)        

     address 0011 LD  NOT r12  index of operand

0611 LD  NOT i08    [Del]    0611 OR r11

0052 OR  NOT r17    [Ins]    0052 END

                      operand type {i,o,r,c,t,a,d,p}
   instruction mnemonics

       index 03 was assigned to timer t03     index 03 is reassigned to counter c03

Inserting and deleting program lines is done by the [Ins] and [Del] buttons. Confirmation of such an 
operation will be expected. [Esc] will cancel the operation, pressing again the chosen button will 
confirm the insertion or deletion. The second line of the display will show "Inserting line.." or 
"Deleting line..." until the operation is performing. The insertion will put a new "END" instruction at 
the current address:

 insertion of "END" instruction at address 0052, the "OR NOT r17" instruction now goes to address 0053

[8 ] +[!]0341 LD  NOT t03              0341 LD  NOT c03

Delete the line?     2x

 

[8 ] +[!]     1057 TIM03 60.70       1057 CNT03 v6070         

When using timers and counters as operand, one should keep in mind that each of the numbers 00,...,31 
is assigned either to a timer, or to a counter. Reassigning an index from a timer to a counter can be done 
by getting to any program line where it is used, and then press and hold [8 ] and press [!] :

The user can scroll through the program using the buttons [#] and [$]. The arrow buttons are multi-
speed which allows for a swift access to any address of the program. Pressing and holding [#] and then 
pressing [!] will get the user to the beginning of the program at address 0000. In the same manner, the 
combination of [$] and [!] displays the end of the program, i.e. the first "END" instruction after the 
beginning. The current program line can be modified using the [8 ] button. The blinking component of 
the instruction (mnemonics, operand type, operand index) can be modified by [!] and  ["] buttons. 
The new value is saved by [8 ] and the next component of the instruction will blink. After the last 
component is modified, the blinking cursor will hide. The user program must always end with the 
"END" instruction.

Insert new line?     2x
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          [Esc] cancels SEARCH   [!],["] and [8 ] to select register in SEARCH

                                      No end circuit for t00 found

 - "'END' missing!" - no "END" instruction found;
 - "Invalid value!" - the timer/ counter value or a register index is not correct;

The editing mode PROGRAM has a SEARCH option for finding circuit ends in the user program. This 
option is turned on by pressing and holding [8 ] and then pressing ["] . Pressing [Esc] will turn it off. With 
this option activated, the second line of the display will show "Search t00 *". Using  [8 ],  [! ] and  ["], the 
user can choose the desired register - output, auxiliary discrete register or decimal register. During the 
process of selecting the register, the first line of the display will show the program address with the 
instruction, where the circuit for the selected register ends. If there is no output circuit for the selected 
register in the user program's scope, then the mark '*' appears on the second line of the display:

 - "IL (JMP) missing" - the "ILC"/"JPE" instruction has no previous "IL"/"JMP" match;
 - "IL-JMP interlace" - incorrect interlace between "IL"-"ILC" and "JMP"-"JPE" blocks.

 output circuit for c02 ends at address 0133   output circuit for o05 found after "END" instruction

    Search c02       Search o05 *

[8 ]+["]    2011 OUT NOT o12  2011 OUT NOT o12

 - "Invalid operand!" - the operand is not recognized for the current instruction;

                   to SEARCH        Search t00 *

   0133 CNT02 v8711    1478 OUT     o05

 VI. Program errors

The VPC controller will check the user program for program errors each time the user presses [Esc] button. 
If there is no error, then the display will read "To switch to RUN press <INS> key." and the user can switch to 
RUN & MONITOR mode. If an error is found, then the VPC controller remains in PROGRAM mode and 
displays the first error line with its address on the first line of the display. The second line of the display will 
show one of the following error messages:

 -"Oper duplication" - more that one output circuit for a register;
 - "Invalid code!" - unknown instruction;
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 VII. Programming examples with relay ladder analogy

i00

i01    c03

i01 o02

r00

i01 o02

r03 t04

i01 o02

r00

i05 c07

r06

i04

t03

 LD , LD NOT; AND, AND NOT; OR, OR NOT; OR LD; AND LD; OUT, OUT NOT:

i00 r03 i06

o04

IL

ILC

i00 o03

i02

S

R

Instruction LR (Latching Relay) is equivalent to a RS trigger:

Block instructions IL (INTERLOCK) and ILC (INTERLOCK CLEAR) for beginning and 
ending of  branches:

r13
LD     i00
AND    o03
LD     i02
LR     r13 

LD     i00
AND    r03
IL
LD     i06
...
LD     o04
...
ILC

LD      i01
AND     o02
LD      r00
AND     t03
OR LD
AND NOT i04
LD      i05
AND     c07
OR  NOT r06
AND LD
OUT NOT r02

LD      i01
AND NOT o02
LD      r03
AND     t04
OR LD
OUT     o00

LD      i01
AND     o02
OR      r00

LD  NOT i00 

LD      i01
AND NOT c03
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p00<p52

p01<p13 p01=c03

p01>p02 r02

r03 t04

Two-operand instructions for decimal compare LD; LD *;AND; AND*; OR; OR *:

LD  p01>p02
AND NOT r02
LD      r03
AND     t04
OR LD
OUT p21,p12

LD *p00<p52 

LD  p01<p13
AND*p01=c03

21

p21,p12

Transferring value between registers based on a condition. The value of (p12) will

be moved to (p21) using the OUT or OUT*:

p01>p02 r02

i03 r04

t00,p00

t01,c05

t00 will have the value of р00 as a new set value

the current count value of c05 will be the new set value of  t01

i00 o03

i02

CNT00

Instruction CNT for setting up a counter:

clock

LD      i00
AND     o03
LD      i02
CNT00 v5120 reset

When the first operand is a timer or a counter, then the transfer will be to its set value. 

The actual transfer of the value will take place if the current state is ON (for the OUT instruction), 
or OFF (for the OUT*, respectively). On the example above, the moving from p12 to p21 will be 
performed if any of the two branches is fulfilled.

If the second operand is a timer or a counter, then its current time/count value will be taken as a 
source.

The source of the transfer is the second operand, and the destination is the first one.

Example:

5120
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p01>p02 r02

i03 r04

t00+p00

p01-c05

the set value of t00 will increase with the value of р00

Arithmetic addition and subtraction using the OUT and OUT* instructions: 

p01>p02 r02

r03 t04

LD  p01>p02
AND NOT r02
LD      r03
AND     t04
OR LD
OUT p15+p17

p15+p17

LD  p01>p02
AND NOT r02
OUT t00+p00

p01 will increase with the current count value of с05 

LD      i03
AND     r04
OUT t01-c05

r88

r95

p00+p01

r04

p00 will increase with p01 on each program cycle

LD      r88
OUT p00+p01

p02 will increase with p01 on each second

LD      r95
IL
OUT NOT r04
LD      r04
OUT p02+p01
ILC

The value of the second operand will be added to the value of the first operand and saved as a 
value of the first operand, if the current state is ON (for the OUT instruction), or OFF (for the 
OUT* respectively). In the example above (p15):=(p15)+(p17).

If the first operand is a timer or a counter, then the addition will take place on its set value. When 
the second operand is a timer or a counter, then it will participate in the sum with its current 
value.

Examples:

r04
p02+p01

Mind that the arithmetic operation will take place as long as the condition is ON. The user 
should provide precise conditions when only a single addition or subtraction is desired.

Examples:



p00<a00

p01<a03 p01=a05

p01>p02 r02

r03 t04

LD  p01>p02
AND NOT r02
LD      r03
AND     t04
OR LD
OUT p21,a02

LD *p00<a00 

LD  p01<a03
AND*p01=a05
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p21,a02

p01>p02 r02

i03 r04

t00,a00

c01,d01

the set value of t00 will be the value of analog input a00

the set value of c01 will be the value of analog output d01

Instructions with analog outputs as destination:

p01>p02 r02

i03 r04

d00,p00

d01+c05

LD  p01>p02
AND NOT r02
OUT d00,p00 

LD      i03
AND     r04
OUT*d01+c05 

Analog input and output registers:

The analog inputs and outputs are treated the same way as the internal decimal registers. The 
only restriction is that the analog inputs cannot be destinations of the transferring
and arithmetic instructions (OUT and OUT*).

the analog output d00 will take the 
value of p00 when p01>p02 and the 
state of r02 is OFF

when any of the discrete inputs i03 and 
i04 drops to OFF state, the analog 
output d01 will increase its value with 
the current value of the counter c05
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             VIII. VPC pinouts and wiring
 

The VPC inputs and outputs are NPN. This means that the active level is 0V.

Example of wiring sensors and buttons to the inputs and electromagnetic 
valves and other loads to the outputs of the VPC controller

All VPC controllers have transistor outputs that can be directly wired to loads of active or 
inductive character, but not greater than 2 ADC. It is recommended that fast fuses are set 
between the outputs and the loads to avoid damage on possible short circuits.

It is recommended that the rectified voltage is stabilized at 24VDC. The common V+ input is 
tied to the stabilized source, and the common V+ output is tied to the non-stabilized source.


